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Overview
The new Unbound 7 release highlights several new features including a redesigned commerce administrator
experience that incorporates a series of new interfaces that leverage a high-performance interface technology
framework. In addition to the enhanced user experience Commerce now provides for international and multi-market
support to expand your internationally using Commerce Variants. We’ve also overhauled the Marketing contact
management interfaces, provide for ADA compliance improvements in the Form Builder, offer Google AMP support for
content pages, Elastic search for variant sites and more! This release also includes a series of bug fixes and
performance improvements.

How to Contact Bridgeline Support
Email: support@bridgeline.com
Phone: 800.430.3539
Open a support ticket: support.iapps.com

System Requirements and Specifications
Installation Information: Deployed in separate environment. The latest SaaS version is the prerequisite for this
release.
Distribution Media: N/A
Hardware Environment Required: N/A
Software Environment Required: Unbound v7.0.5536.0, .NET framework 4.6.2
Release limitations: N/A
Additional Remarks / Comment

New Features in this Release
New Commerce UI

We’ve made the commerce manager dashboard much more useful by aggregating all assets to provide you with a quick
snapshot of the order, products, customers you have in your environment. It also provides informative views of top purchased
products, low inventory when appropriate. In addition, we have overhauled many other interfaces throughout to improve the
user experience and performance including the product catalog management, order management, customer management,
coupons and promotions management. We’ve also overhauled the Marketing contact management and site settings
interfaces.

Commerce International and Multi-Market Support

A major enhancement of the v7.0 release is the Commerce Variants support allowing your business to gain a competitive
advantage and drive incremental revenue by expanding internationally. The new feature allows you to create a hierarchy of
multiple local market websites with configurations for multi-lingual content, currency, pricing, taxation, shipping, fulfillment
and more. We’ve also included bulk import localization support.

Accelerated Mobile Pages Support

We’ve added support for rendering Google AMP compliant HTML through ASP.Net MVC. This allows your site to serve
up light-weight, mobile-friendly versions of your content pages for end users.

ADA Compliance

We have enhanced the form library to address ADA Compliance regulations.

Asset Reporting
We’ve added asset reporting for across your pages, images and file libraries to consolidate the assets in a filterable
report, so you can keep an eye on aging content on your site.

Elastic Search – Variant Site Support

We’ve added variant site support for the Elastic Search provider allowing your enterprise of sites to be indexed and
searchable with Elastic Search.

Hreflang relationship handling for SEO

For multi-lingual sites, our system can dynamically generate the hreflang metadata in order to inform the search
engines of the related pages. Search engines like Google can help direct your end users to the most appropriate
versions of your page by language or region by using the hreflang references.

Stripe Payment Provider Integration
We’ve added the popular Stripe payment provider to this release – expanding on our list of native payment providers.
We’ve also updated our tokenization logic to directly send the credit card information to the gateway from the clientside while the token is passed to our servers. This tokenization logic has also been implemented for Cybersource and
Authorize.net payment providers.
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Description
Cache invalidation from different servers and applications will be performed using Redis
pub-sub model. This allows for greater scalability and a more dynamic network topology.
Enumerated Lead attributes used in lead forms when synced with SalesForce, the
enumerated attribute values are synced to SalesForce as Guid instead of text. This has
been resolved.
301 Automatic redirects are now dynamically created when pages are moved.
Form responses download issues have been fixed.
Deleted workflows are shown on workflow management screens. Editing /deleting these
workflows no longer throws server errors.
Cart Applied Discount APIs have been updated to be consistent with Order Total Discount
APIs.
Broken RMA Links in returns email has been fixed.
Taxation updates for calculating total tax
Manual order cancellation with OnAccount payment leaves remaining balance on order
details screen. This has been resolved.
Hong Kong has been added as a country in the country drop down.
PayPal non-USD currency support has been added to the product.
Bulk order page to update shipping status has been fixed.
Order templates have been updated to show correct shipped date on return review and
return authorization screens.
Issue with social share buttons not rendering on the site properly after being enabled has
been resolved.
Elastic search management screen pagination and display section issues are now resolved.
Email processor to handle errors and avoid repeated sends on batch failures.
Dynamic audience lists using the "Number of Orders" filter, the "Date Range” filter issue
has been resolved.
Merge token replacement issue in email campaigns is now resolved.
Contact screen search now supports keyword filtering on first name, last name, and email
address
Abandoned cart audience list filter now excludes express customers.
Issues with file search notifications to add, remove, archive, delete has been resolved.
Product attribute values with update flag "1" needs to be imported into Unbound. This has
been resolved.
Issues with Product Importer failing on new price sets has been resolved
Resolved issue with importer not updating the default warehouse has been resolved.

Internal JIRA Tickets
Bug Fixes
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Description
Validations have been added for creating all library nodes (Menus & Pages, File and
Image Libraries)
All content definitions will now have universal links
Resolved issues with the “View pages using this image” feature in variant sites.

Content

Additional validations have been added for new site creation processes.

Commerce

Coupon API updates for performing validations for edge cases and handle server
errors has been added.

